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Abstract
This report gives an overview of the Edge Computing paradigm and its applications. Indeed, with the advent
of the Internet of Things (IoT) era, many electronic devices and sensors produce a vast volume of data which
should be processed in a timely manner and this novel computing model is nowadays seen as a pertinent
answer to this open challenge. This report thus explains why Edge Computing is needed and how the edge
architecture is typically structured. It further presents the technologies that help this cutting-edge model to
function properly. Since Edge Computing involves a heterogeneous architecture, it requires to adapt to a few
technological recommendations for optimal performance. In this context, this report reviews the latest hardware
technology trends tied to Edge Computing developments, and points out technical challenges implementing
this innovative computing model. In particular, we analyse how High Performance Computing and Cloud
Computing infrastructures can be efficiently organised to design an Edge Computing-based framework able
to tackle cutting-edge issues solved by Artificial Intelligence techniques. Finally, this report presents selected
real-world applications of the Edge Computing paradigm across multiple domains affecting our daily life, i.e.,
healthcare, smart city and grids, industry 4.0 and public safety.
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1.

Introduction

This technical report is part of a series of reports published in the Work Package “HPC Planning and Commissioning” (WP5) of the PRACE-6IP project. The series aims to describe the state-of-the-art and mid-term
trends of the technology and market landscape in the context of High Performance Computing (HPC) and
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Edge-, Cloud- and Interactive Computing, Big Data and other related technologies.
It provides information and guidance useful for decision makers at different levels: PRACE aisbl, PRACE
members, EuroHPC sites and the EuroHPC advisory groups “Infrastructure Advisory Group” (INFRAG) and
“Research & Innovation Advisory Group” (RIAG) and other European HPC sites. Further reports published so
far cover “State-of-the-Art and Trends for Computing and Network Solutions for HPC and AI” [1] and “Data
Management Services and Storage Infrastructures” [2]. The series will be continued in 2021 with further selected
highly topical subjects.
Edge Computing aims to process the data very close to the source where it is produced. Many electronic
devices are currently connected to the Internet of Things (IoT), which will produce a massive volume of data,
and it might be even larger with mobile phones in a 5G network. Cisco Global Cloud Index estimated in 2019
that IoT devices will generate around 500 zettabytes of data [3]. Furthermore, data traffic will be approximately
10.4 zettabytes, which is up from 3.4 zettabytes in 2014 [4]. Moreover, by 2020, 50 million streaming IoT devices
will be in use [5].
Edge Computing refers to processing the data on the device and very close to the device. This massive
volume of data might be hard to handle entirely on the Cloud Computing network. To face this challenge,
Edge Computing offers the full computation or part of the computation that can process the data at the Edge
network, which is in very close proximity to the data source. It enables low latency, faster response, and more
comprehensive data analysis.
Usually, devices connected to the IoT provide the service in healthcare, smart cities, smart grid, transportation, multimedia, and security. In general, those services depend on AI methodologies, which are computeintensive and use massive data. A few years back, these devices usually sent the data to the cloud or local data
centre to process the data. With ongoing development in Edge Computing, the part of the data at the Edge
node can be processed, thus minimising the application’s overall latency.
The rest of this technical report is organised as follows: Section 2 focuses on why Edge Computing is needed.
Section 3 gives a quick overview of the difference between Edge Computing and Cloud Computing. Section 4
explains the technologies and architectures that are available for Edge Computing. Furthermore, virtualisation,
resource management, and development for Edge Computing platforms and how these categories define the
proper working functionality of Edge Computing are described. Section 5 focuses on Edge Computing’s latest
architecture trends, giving more detail about Nvidia Jetson, Raspberry PI, Tinker, and Kalray MPPA. Section 6
presents how Edge Computing still depends on supercomputers/data centres or Cloud Computing for dataintensive applications, particularly AI methodologies. Section 7 focuses on the applications of Edge Computing
in real-world applications. Four applications are categorised with more examples in each category, such as
healthcare, smart city, industrial applications, smart grid, and public safety. Finally, Section 8 presents a few
challenges while implementing Edge Computing, specifically about naming and programmability.
2.

Why Edge Computing?

Currently, the entire world is going towards digitalisation, and lots of data is produced in various fields. Moreover, in most cases, this data needs to be processed in a short time to facilitate the present technology (real-time
applications). A few years back, cloud technologies have been introduced, gradually reducing the need for smalland medium-scale companies and research institutes to own a computer to do the computations. Nevertheless,
the end-users still need to send and receive the data to and from the location where the machine is located.
In contrast, Edge Computing is an alternative option for doing computations where the data is located, and is
especially suited for real-time applications.
In particular, part of the IoT might require short response time, private data, and Big Data, which could
be challenging for the network. However, Cloud Computing cannot handle few of these challenges. Figure 1a
and 2 show the paradigm and schematic model of Edge Computing.
Edge Computing is not a direct competition to Cloud Computing or supercomputers, but it is certainly
sharing computational burden with cloud technology and supercomputers. If the present trend continues, more
robust and energy-efficient small/embedded machines will improve the computations in the future. The following
items provide information about why Edge Computing is needed:
• Push from the Cloud Services: In general, Cloud Computing has proven to be very efficient in
terms of computation, but in some situations, there has to be an alternative solution to avoid data
transfer bottlenecks. Edge Computing is solving this problem. For example, a Boeing 787 produces
5 Gigabytes (GBs) of data every minute [6], and transferring this data to a satellite or the ground is not
efficient for data processing. Yet another example could be autonomous vehicles, and its information needs
to be processed very frequently to steer the vehicle in the right direction. It is not feasible to process these
data in the cloud as the bandwidth of the network is a bottleneck. Moreover, Edge Computing consumes
less energy compared to cloud technology due to the minimal consumption of embedded devices.
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(a) Edge Computing Paradigm.

(b) Cloud Computing Paradigm.

Figure 1: Workflow Model of Cloud and Edge Computing Paradigm [7].

• Push from the Internet of Things: Presently, electronic devices such as LEDs, surveillance cameras,
and air quality sensors are part of the IoT, and they produce and consume a lot of data. In future, there
will be even more electronic devices that will be connected to the IoT. It is not feasible to process all the
data in the cloud due to the bandwidth and latency. This means some of the data need to be processed
at the level of Edge devices. Moreover, privacy is a big concern for cloud solutions, Edge Computing
can minimise this concern by restricting the data within the Edge. Figure 1b shows the traditional cloud
computing paradigm, where raw data is produced and transferred to the cloud and consumers are sending
the request to access the data from the cloud. Basically, this structure is not optimal since a large amount
of data needs to be transferred, and in some situations, data privacy is also a concern.
• Change from a Data Consumer to a Producer: A device at the Edge not only consumes the data
from the cloud, but it also produces the data and uploads the data to the cloud. Watching a YouTube
video from your mobile phone, using Facebook and Instagram, are examples where Edge users pull the
data from the cloud. At the same time, Edge devices produce the data, such as taking pictures or recording
videos. When the Edge users try to upload this data to the cloud, it could be a lot of data depending on
the resolution. This would occupy even more bandwidth for the uploading. In a situation like this, the
resolution can be adjusted at the Edge device before uploading the data to the cloud.

Figure 2: Edge Computing Example [8].
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3.

Comparison between the Cloud and Edge Computing Paradigms

Edge Computing is a paradigm relying on similar concepts deployed within Cloud models. In Cloud Computing,
either in public, private or hybrid types of accessibility models, data processing or computation occurs at the
data centre, where it has a substantial computational resource and data needs to be transferred back and forth.
The cost model that made this paradigm so popular since the last decade is that the end-users only pay for
the resources they used, whether in terms of computing, storage or data transfer capacities. In practice, the
following deployment models are traditionally considered within the Cloud Computing paradigm [9]:
SaaS “Software as a Service”, this refers to using the existing software or applications from the cloud, for
example, using Gmail, Office 365, etc. Here, a cloud provider is controlling software or applications, and
end-users use the software.
PaaS “Platform as a Service”, this refers to using your software but using the cloud resource as hardware,
for example, using the cloud’s hardware and operating system. Here, a cloud provider offers middleware,
development tools, operating systems, hardware and other business tools for end-users or customers.
IaaS “Infrastructure as a Service”, refers to providing infrastructure, such as computing, storage, and cloud
technology to the end-users. Here, end-users can scale down or scale up their computational platform as
they want.
Several derived models were recently proposed, such are HaaS (Hardware as a Service), but their developments
are considered out of scope for this report. In all cases, Figure 3 illustrates the available Cloud service models.
Furthermore, Cloud technologies lead to several benefits for customers: 1) no need to employ anyone to maintain
the computer, 2) no need to update the hardware and 3) minimisation of overall processing costs. At the same
time, this model exhibits some drawbacks as well, which are: 1) slow network connectivity and internet traffic
which make cloud technologies slower 2) security concerns, and 3) local data which can be stored in foreign
countries, not subjected to the same data protection regulation as the GDPR in European countries.

Figure 3: Overview of the main Cloud Computing deployment models [10].
It follows that even though Cloud Computing may be considered faster for data processing or computation, data transfer is a major bottleneck for Big Data analytics workflows. This is particularly relevant for
IoT [11, 12, 13] environments, which tend to produce huge volume of data across interdisciplinary disciplines
like technology, healthcare, environment, and transportation. In this case, a novel distributed and large-scale
computing paradigm is required to effectively treat and analyse such large-scale dataset in a timely manner.
That is how the Edge Computing model was introduced, with as its heart the idea to bring data storage and
compute power closer to the device or data source where it is mostly needed. More specifically, the Edge Computing paradigm allows computing resources and application services to be distributed along the communication
path, via decentralised computing infrastructures organised to treat in a hierarchical fashion the data analytic
workflow. The hierarchy coupled with the distribution of computing capabilities aims at solving the bandwidth
bottleneck identified for general Cloud architectures.
4.
4.1.

Edge Computing Architecture and Technology
Edge Computing Architecture

Edge Computing architectures are traditionally composed by several layers playing an essential role in the
successful execution of the associated paradigm. Figure 4 and Table 1 show the schematic architecture and
5

characteristics of an Edge Computing environment, which are thus categorised according to the following deployment models:
• Cloudlet Computing. This refers to computing resources (small cluster) connected via WLAN to the
end-users. In general, it can be considered as a “data centre in a box” which provides support (computing
and storage) to the end-users over the WLAN network. Cloudlet Computing is based on three layers: the
component layer, the node layer, and the cloudlet layer. This is designed to have higher bandwidth, thus
lowering the latency for the applications.
• Fog Computing , a decentralised computing resource that can be placed anywhere between the cloud
and the end-users. It is based on the so-called Fog Computing Nodes (FCNs) [14]. All of these FCNs are
heterogeneous, including switches, routers, and access points. FCNs heterogeneous environment facilitates
the devices at different protocol layers and non-IP based technologies to communicate between the FCNs
and the end device. These FCNs are hidden for the end-users, thus ensuring security.
• Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), which refers to implementing Edge Computing within the
Radio Access Network to reduce the latency. Formally known as Mobile Edge Computing, it is an ETSIdefined network architecture located closer to the Radio Network Controller or macro base station. The
edge orchestrator organises the MEC, provides network information about load and capacity, and offers
information to the end-users about their location and network information.
• IoT (Internet of Things) contains a large set of devices and sensors that produce a huge volume of
data. These also exchange the data through a modern communication network and monitor and control
the infrastructure. Typically, end-users at the Edge use the IoT devices and sensors.

Cloud layer

Fog layer

Edge layer

IoT layer

Figure 4: Overview of Edge Computing Architectures [15].

In general, Edge Computing involves complex or heterogeneous architecture. It is hard to ultimately make
use of this complex architecture for some Edge Computing applications. However, many software platforms help
to make Edge Computing work correctly and effectively. The following list provides more description about
some of the important software platforms in Edge Computing.
4.2.

Virtualisation

Virtualisation refers to an abstraction of an Operating System (OS), computing resources, storage device, and/or
network devices. Especially in computing, the term virtualisation often implies the reference to the creation
of a Virtual Machine (VM) managed by a hypervisor, a middleware responsible for providing an abstraction
or emulation layer from the hardware. The hardware running the hypervisor is called the host whereas all
emulated VMs running inside them are referred to as guests. In practice, there exists two types of hypervisors
illustrated in Figure 5b:
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Characteristics

IoT

Edge Computing Architecture Layer
Edge
Fog
Cloud

Deployment

Distributed

Distributed

Distributed

Components

Physical devices

Edge Nodes

Fog Nodes

Aware
Limited
Very limited
Source
The source
No response time
The largest

Aware
Limited
Limited
Process
The nearest
The fastest
Very large

Aware
Limited
Limited
Process
Near
Fast
Large

Location awareness
Computational Limits
Storage Limits
Data
Distance to data source
Response time
Nodes count

Centralised
Virtual
resources
Aware
Unlimited
Unlimited
Process
Far
Slow
Small

Table 1: Main characteristics and functionality within Edge Computing Architectures [15].

1. Type-1 (Native) hypervisors are running directly on hardware (hence often referred to as bare metal
hypervisors). Xen [16], VMware ESXI [17] or Hyper-V [18] are examples of such hypervisors.
2. Type-2 (Hosted) hypervisors require a host operating system whose capabilities are used in order to
perform virtualisation operations and emulations. Examples of such hypervisors includes KVM [19] or
VirtualBox [20].
With the advent of Docker [21] in 2013, another virtualisation model became popular: container -based virtualisation, which does not emulate an entire computer. Instead, the host operating system is providing most
features to the container software in order to isolate processes from other processes and containers as depicted
in Figure 5a. It is indeed a built-in feature of the Linux kernel to provide such isolation capabilities to isolate
processes. Other operating systems may provide similar mechanisms, such as FreeBSD’s jails [22]. This allows
to design lightweight images - a code-based file that includes all libraries and dependencies, which makes this
technology particularly suitable for the development of Edge Computing architectures. Because there is no
full emulation of hardware, software running in containers has to be compliant with the host system’s kernel and CPU architecture. Furthermore, since containers are so small, there are usually hundreds of them
loosely coupled together, which is why container orchestration frameworks such as Red Hat OpenShift [23] and
Kubernetes [24] (depicted in the next section) are used to provision and manage them.

(a) Container Environments [7].

(b) Type-1 (Bare-Metal) or Type-2 (Hosted) Hypervisors [7].

Figure 5: Main types of virtualisation frameworks.
Virtualisation is of course considered in other components of large-scale computing infrastructures relevant
for Edge Computing. At the level of the network backbone, network virtualisation comes under the form of
Software-Defined Networks (SDN), a manageable and cost-effective approach to enable dynamic, programmatically efficient network configuration in order to improve network performance and monitoring. This makes this
type of architecture suitable for the high-bandwidth and dynamic nature of the applications that run on top of
Edge Computing devices. SDN decouples the forwarding process of network packets (or data plane) inherent
to the physical network, from the routing and control process. Often composed by one or more controllers, the
7

control plane is generally referred to as “brain of the network”, where most of the crucial decisions are made
as illustrated in Figure 6. Openflow [25] and OpenvSwitch [26] are a well-known Open-Source implementation
frameworks in SDN network virtualisation.

Figure 6: A high-level architecture overview of SDN [7].

4.3.

Resource Management and Edge Orchestration

Resource management is crucial in terms of allocating computing resources, CPU, memory, storage, and network
on standard traditional HPC settings. Especially for Edge Computing, the energy resource is very important.
For example, a mobile user does not want to recharge his or her smartphone often, and also some sensors should
not need to be charged frequently. In particular, for the Edge analytics, developers should know how much
power is needed for the specific application and how data could be pulled/pushed from the device. Eventually,
this kind of problem falls into the optimisation problem of scheduling and workload placement. In general, there
are some important requirements for Edge platforms management, summarised in Table 2.
Requirement

Description

Scalability

Ability to address a large number of Edge devices of different type and capabilities with
appropriate deployment and communicating protocol.
Privacy preserving for security tokens and support for integrity checks within the infrastructure
Support for a high degree of heterogeneity within hardware/software
Support for volatile availability and mobile hardware/software components
GDPR Compliance, ensure all data is kept locally and on-the-fly encrypted
Very low latency, lightweight publish-subscribe network protocol as MQTT [27]. High performance containerised resources with fast (Zero-touch) provisioning allowing easy system
upgrades
Unified architecture view via MEC compliance enabling Function as a Service (FaaS) capabilities
Supports for Data Management and Data Analytics Pipeline Engine.

Security
Heterogeneity
Volatility
Data Protection
Infrastructure
Performance
Application
Portability
Data Analytics

Table 2: General requirement for Edge devices management and orchestration.

The orchestration of Edge Computing resources is thus quite challenging and still a work in progress. We
can cite several frameworks for which an adaptation to the management of Edge devices is on-going:
• Generic container orchestration middlewares such as OpenShift [23] (Red Hat) or Kubernetes [24] (Google).
Figure 7 depicts the generic working model architecture. In particular, Kubernetes features the following
characteristics:
– It is automatically bin-packing the containers based on the containers’ resources and other constraints.
For example, in Edge Computing, the computing resource of the Edge might host multiple users and
applications. It is important to schedule them in an optimised way to use the Edge resources to
minimise the energy consumption and achieve lower latency.
– Kubernetes has a feature of self-healing, which is a significant factor for Edge Computing. For
example, when there is a sudden failure or nodes are killed, users do not want to get notified;
instead, the service and application should be recovered/migrated to other resources.
– Another feature of Kubernetes is load balancing, which is based on the IP address and a single DNS
name for a set of containers.
8

Figure 7: A high-level architecture overview of Kubernetes [7].

Among other initiatives, the KubeEdge [28] project is dedicated to making an open platform, which is built
upon Kubernetes and provides fundamental infrastructure support for network, application deployment
and metadata synchronization between Cloud and Edge architectures. To enable fast and lightweight
communications between all the Edge devices (i.e., from low power single board computers to full-capable
servers and HPC compute nodes), the MQTT [27] protocol implemented over the Mosquitto [29] message
broker service is used.
• ONAP (Open Network Automation Platform) [30], a comprehensive platform for orchestration, management, and automation of network and Edge Computing services for network operators, cloud providers,
and enterprises. More tailored to MEC management and allowing to orchestrate physical and virtual
network functions synchronously. The ONAP project provides a unified operating framework for vendoragnostic, policy-driven service design, implementation, analytics and lifecycle management for large-scale
workloads and services. A high-level overview of the ONAP platform architecture is proposed in Figure 8.

Figure 8: A high-level architecture overview of the Open Network Automation Platform (ONAP) [30].

4.4.

Developing Platform enabling Data Analytics for Edge Computing

Edge Analytics refers to processing the data of the crucial application and service entirely or partially. For
example, in healthcare, monitoring the older adults at home using the ECG (ElectroCardioGram) or EEG
(ElectroEncephaloGram), it is better to perform the data processing at home, and only if something abnormal
happens send out the data to the hospital or the doctor. Thus, the data flow between home and hospital is
minimised, which reduces the data failure between two points. Not only the healthcare system can leverage this
9

model, nowadays, but electronic devices which are connected to IoT networks can also process the data and
exchange the essential information. For example, such devices can be drones, robots, cameras, and sensors, etc.
As mentioned in Table 2, data analytics capabilities are required within the development tools and platforms,
enabling an Edge Computing infrastructure. If the Edge appliances cannot process the data, then it has to
send the data to the cloud. In this context, there are several open-source tools available as software platforms
supporting the data analytics pipeline engine for Edge Computing.
• TensorFlow [31], a framework that supports Machine Learning (ML)/AI computations. It also supports a
wide range of architectures, including, CPUs, GPUs, embedded and mobile systems. TensorFlow supports
different programming languages, such as C/C++, Python, and Java. It even supports heterogeneous
capability (CPU+GPU) computation.
• OpenCV [32], a software platform that supports computer vision computations. It has more than 250
optimised algorithms that can detect and recognise, i.e., faces, identify objects, classify human actions in
videos, etc. OpenCV also provides an API for Java, C/C++, and Python.
• Apache Edgent [33], an analytic tool that runs on the Edge device based on the Apache incubator project.
It allows to store fewer data on the Edge device and limits the amount of data to be transmitted to the
analytic server. Apache Edgent supports the Java API, and it makes Edge systems to be more autonomous.
• TensorFlow Lite [34], an open-source and designed for on-device inference, used for the AI/ML/ Deep
Learning (DL) applications. In particular, it is used for image classification, object detection, and text
classification.
• Apache MXNet [35], supporting a distributed computing platform with up to eight programming language
bindings. Libraries in MXNet enables use-cases in computer vision and natural language problems. It
is also has a rich eco-system that supports the other AI/ML/DL libraries for Edge Computing, i.e.,
MXFusion [36], Keras-MXNet [37], and InsightFace [38].
5.

Latest Trends in Edge Computing

Edge Computing will have to deal with ongoing developments in AI/ML/DL to do computational analysis
and data processing. To do such complex arithmetic calculations, powerful embedded devices are required to
perform these calculations are needed. There are lots of embedded hardware solutions available nowadays to
support these requirements. Here we explain selected embedded architectures that will make Edge Computing
more efficient and optimised.
5.1.

Nvidia Jetson

Nvidia has introduced the Jetson series of embedded architectures to support ML calculations for embedded
applications. Jetson TK1 was first introduced in 2014. Nvidia has released many series in embedded architecture
since then. Nvidia also introduced the tensor cores to support the ML calculations for embedded architecture,
which can be seen in Table 3. Figure 9 shows the Nvidia Jetson modules of Nano and Xavier NX. The Jetson
Volta architecture has a Tensor Processor Unit (TPU), which can do computation on a large volume of data
with low precision (which can be low as 8-bit precision). This kind of hardware functionality is quite useful for
AI/ML/DL computations.

Architecture
CUDA cores

Nano
Maxwell
128
Quad-core ARM
Cortex-A57
MPCore
processor

CPU

Memory
Storage
Tensor cores

4 GB 64-bit
LPDDR4,
1600 MHz
25.6 GB/s
16 GB eMMC 5.1
n/a

Nvidia Jetson
TX2 Series
Xavier NX
Pascal
Volta
256
384
Dual-Core NVIDIA
6-core NVIDIA
Denver 2 64-Bit
Carmel
CPU Quad-Core
ARMv8.2
ARM
64-bit CPU 6 MB
Cortex-A57
L2 + 4 MB L3
MPCore
8 GB 128-bit
8 GB 128-bit
LPDDR4
LPDDR4x @ 1600
Memory 1866
MHz 51.2 GB/s
MHx - 59.7 GB/s
32 GB eMMC 5.1
16 GB eMMC 5.1
n/a
48

AGX Xavier
Volta
512
8-core Carmel
ARM v8.2 64-bit
CPU, 8 MB
L2 + 4 MB L3
32 GB 256-Bit
LPDDR4x
136.5 GB/s
32 GB eMMC 5.1
64

Table 3: Latest Nvidia Jetson Embedded Architecture Comparison.
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Figure 9: Nvidia Jetson Nano (left); Nvidia Jetson Xavier NX (right) [39].

5.2.

ASUS Tinker Board

ASUS has introduced the ASUS Tinker Board in early 2017. This early embedded architecture can run in
32-bit mode, but the latest ones can run on 64-bit. And they are direct competitors to the Raspberry PI
series. Table 4 shows the ASUS Tinker’s latest embedded architecture, and Figure 10 shows the architecture
model outline. Tinker Edge T has a Google Edge TPU as a coprocessor. The Google Edge TPU is based on
an Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). This means the TPU can do the specific application, i.e., a
digital voice recorder or a high-efficiency Bitcoin miner. On the other hand, Tinker Edge R has an AI-specific
accelerator as a coprocessor.

Architecture

Tinker Board Tinker Board s
ARMv7-A (32-bit)

CPU

Quad core 1.8 GHz
ARM Cortex-A17
(up to 2.6 GHz
turbo clock speed)

GPU

600 MHz Mali-T760
MP4 GPU

Memory

2 GB dual
channel
LPDDR3

Co-processors

n/a

Asus
Tinker Edge T
Tinker Edge R
ARMv8 (64-bit)
Hexa core. 2x
Cortex-A72 cores
Quad core 1.5 GHz
up to 1.8 GHz,4x
ARM Cortex-A53
Cortex-A53cores
@ 1.4 GHz
800 MHz
GC7000 Lite
Mali-T860
3D GPU
MP4 GPU
4 GB dual
channel LPDR4
for system, 2
1 GB LPDR4
GBLP DDR3
for NPU
Google Edge TPU
NPU 3 TOPS
4 TOPS of
of performance
performance

Table 4: Asus Tinker Board Architecture Comparison.

5.3.

Raspberry PI

Raspberry PI is also an emerging embedded architecture in the Edge Computing domain. It has the latest ARM
Cortex-A7 CPU and VideoCore GPU. This VideoCore GPU is based on Digital Signal Processing (DSP), which
means it can efficiently process multimedia applications with low power consumption. Table 5 and Figure 11
show the latest Raspberry PI architecture and outline.

Archictecture
CPU
GPU
Storage

Raspberry
RPI 3 Model B+
RPI 4 Model B
ARMv8-A (64/32-bit)
4 Cortex-A53 1.4 GHz
4 Cortex-A72 1.5 GHz
Broadcom VideoCore IV @ 250 MHz Broadcom VideoCore VI @ 500 MHz
8 GB
1, 2, 4 or 8 GiB

Table 5: Raspberry PI Architecture Comparison.
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a
Figure 10: ASUS Tinker T (left); ASUS Tinker R (right) [40].

Figure 11: Raspberry 3 B+(left); Raspberry 4 B (right) [41].

5.4.

Kalray MPPA

Another impressive embedded architecture is Kalray, which has many CPU cores, unlike other embedded architecture. Kalray named their embedded architecture “Massively Parallel Processor Array” (MPPA). Kalray
3rd generation MPPA architecture is called Coolidge (MPPA3-80 Coolidge), based on FinFET technology
with 16 nm size. It has 80 high-performance AI accelerated and fully programmable cores, connected with
a 600 GB/sec Network-on-Chip and advanced PCIe Gen4 and 200G Ethernet [42]. According to Kalray, the
architecture does not have GPU cores comparable with other embedded architectures, yet KONIC200 has a
different module, which can support Vision & AI, Storage, SmartNIC and 5G functionality. This can be seen
in Figure 12. Table 6 shows the computational performance of AI/ML software. Here, TOPS refers to “Tera
Operations Per Second”, which defines the AI computational performance (INT8) on the given architecture.
KONIC200 reports good AI performance even though it does not have a GPU, concluding that Kaltay MPPA
is probably suitable for Edge Computing.

Figure 12: Modular Software in KONIC200 [42].
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CNN Model
TOPS
GoogLeNet
Faster-RCNN (VGG16)
Yolo v3

KONIC200 FH/LP
(1 x MPPA (Coolidge)
80 cores)

KONIC200 - HP
(2 x MPPA (Coolidge)
160 Cores)

25 TOPS (8-bit)
3025 fps
302 fps
310 fps

50 TOPS (8-bit)
5445 fps
537 fps
564 fps

Table 6: AI and Compute Acceleration in KONIC200 [42].

5.5.

Example Applications

Several compute-intensive applications are using the above mentioned advanced embedded architectures for
Edge Computing. The following list shows a few relevant test-cases:
• Embedded architecture can process cryptographic functions to fix the privacy and security issues in the
smart grid [43].
• A simple test has been done on TK1 at the edge for the MapReduce application. It seems the cluster of
TK1 at the Edge shows the same throughput as one single traditional x86/64 Intel server while saving
significant energy. Similarly, KMeans [44] also tested in three nodes of TK1 against one Intel server. The
throughput is similar to each other, but 68% of energy is saved in TK1 compared to Intel [45].
• In recent years, there has been a lot of ongoing development for embedded architecture software development to use the latest embedded architecture. This enables Edge Computing to do real-time computations
very quickly and efficiently. Figure 13 shows the available software in Nvidia Jetson, it can support, i.e.,
DL and computer vision.
• Kalray supports acceleration of CNN, Computer Vision and Math apps up to 1.1 TFLOPS & 25 TOPS.
It is easily programmable in C/C++/Open standards. And accommodates complex data flow in parallel
and sequential modes [42].

Figure 13: Jetson Software for AI Edge Devices [46].

6.

In Reality: Edge vs. Supercomputers/Cloud Computing

As mentioned earlier in Section 5, there is an ongoing development of embedded architectures and Edge Computing based architectures. Moreover, Edge Computing is mainly deployed for AI/ML/DL computations.
Nevertheless, almost all of these AI/ML/DL computations are very demanding computationally, based on
mathematical and probabilistic modelling. For example, DL has three stages, which are 1) training, 2) evaluation and 3) prediction. In particular, the training part of DL requires significant computational power generally
exceeding the capacities of traditional resources from Edge embedded architectures.
In addition, while ML is typically used for language translations, language recognition, autonomous vehicles,
computer vision, text generation, and robots, these methodologies require a massive volume of data that needs
to be processed at the training stage of DL. Presently, Edge Computing can not handle this massive volume
of data (i.e., videos, images, audio files, and text documents) for the training step in DL. Usually, it is best
handled by a remote HPC clusters or supercomputers. Once the neural network is trained, it can be deployed
at the Edge for prediction (i.e., predicting videos, images, and audio files). In this case, even though Edge
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Computing is evolving in terms of architecture and software, it still depends on the supercomputer/local cluster
(or the equivalent Cloud Computing resources) for the data and computational intensive calculations.
In all cases, the following list depicts a few of the challenges that Edge Computing faces in this configuration:
• Heterogeneous Data. Often IoT devices produce different types of data, such as images, text, videos, and
sound. Processing mixed data types need a special algorithm and requires more computational power.
For example, multimodel deep learning is used for heterogeneous data (to process video and audio). On
the other hand, it is not easy to implement this at the Edge device; eventually, this requires a Cloud
Computing platform or cluster/supercomputer [47].
• Distributed Computation. IoT devices produce a vast volume of data at the Edge. Recently researchers
have come up with the concept of an edge-based distributed learning algorithm [48], which is sharing the
computation at the Edge and the Cloud, specifically doing less intensive computation at the Edge and
high intensive computation at the cloud. This way, the workload is shared between the Edge and the
Cloud. Presently, the edge-based distributed learning algorithm is used for fraud detection and market
analysis. However, the accuracy and efficiency of the distributed model approach is still an open research
challenge [49].
7.

Selected Use Cases of Edge Computing enabled Applications

7.1.

Medical Applications

Cloud layer

• Overview : HPC at the Edge for medical imaging merges HPC/AI and medical sensing technology in order
to provide precision medicine through the use of real-time advanced monitoring and analysis of a patient’s
medical data to detect early pathologies while lowering the risk of privacy breaches by keeping the data
on site. This granular, yet massive amount of patient data can be analysed at the Edge, transformed, and
then only pertinent data is sent to the cloud such as alerts or data stripped of information that could lead
to the patient’s privacy being compromised. Medical Imaging at the Edge using HPC/AI removes the
latency and dependence on Cloud Computing resources, as well as reduces the patient’s digital footprint by
limiting how many systems have access to data. AI used in medical imaging provides tools that augment
the clinician’s intelligence in a way where they are able to provide better care at reduced costs [50].
Figure 14 illustrates the digital development in healthcare and how Edge Computing is being used in
healthcare.

Fog gateway
Access point

Historical data

Daily behavior data
Time-consuming data

Edge layer

Cloud gateway

Access point

Time-critical data
Access point

Access point

Access point

mIoT layer

Access point

Ambient sensors

Medical sensors
Hospital

WBSN

Figure 14: Edge Computing in Healthcare [51].

• Examples:
Case 1: CT/MRI Scanning technology Centre for Clinical Data Science partnering with GE Healthcare, NVIDIA, Nuance, and DASA to build HPC/AI technology that is integrated into CT, MRI,
and Workstation machines which utilise AI that is trained on vast data sets of diagnostic medical
data [52].
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Case 2: Handheld diabetic retinopathy diagnostic camera Through NVIDIA’s virtual accelerator inception program, Taiwanese medical firm MiiS has built a highly portable handheld diagnostic
tool that combines NVIDIA Jetson TX2, a high-resolution camera, Edge Computing architecture
and GPU-powered AI algorithms to perform instant screening of diabetic retinopathy [53].
• Security Concerns: The EU has a strict legal framework in place to ensure consumer protection and to
protect personal data and privacy, minimising risks to confidentiality and integrity of data [54]. Moreover,
the EU GDPR sets certain rules and regulations for how the data is being processed and handled in EU
[55]. In addition, there are specific rules that pertain to sectors such as healthcare that will continue to
apply to AI and medical devices: Creation of comprehensive documentation and record keeping of data
sets used for training and testing, programming and training methodologies such as the processes and
techniques used to build, test, and validate AI systems especially those used to ensure the system is not
biased in a way that could lead to prohibited discrimination arising from the usage of AI [56], auditing
abilities of how a patient’s medical data is being used as well as who is accessing it.
7.2.

Smart City

• Overview : In the future cities will have sensors that will collect various data, for example, in transportation, medical health, and urban security. Moreover, urbanisation is rapidly increasing. According to the
UN, it is estimated that, by 2050, over 6 billion people will be living in the cities [57]. In the future, to
have sustainable development in the town, a smart city is an excellent solution. This might help to solve
the problems that may arise in food supply, medical care, transportation, culture and entertainment in
the cities. These sensors will usually generate a large volume of data, and this data should be processed
quickly. Sending these data to the cloud will need faster data movement (latency and data traffic in the
network), and privacy. Therefore, these generated data should be processed closer to where it is produced.
In general, Edge devices have limited computing and storage, so it is also necessary to integrate multiple
computing models. A few cases of Edge Computing used in a smart city are listed below.
Cloud

Data sharing

New path
selection
Accident

Base station
Edge computing

Figure 15: Example of Edge Computing in the Smart City [57].

• Examples:
Case 1: Closed-Circuit Televisions CCTV are nowadays typically installed in almost all private and
government premises. These CCTVs will capture the movements of the objects. This will ensure the
safety protocol in the given premises. For this reason, the data collected by the CCTVs should be
processed quickly. To enable this, CCTVs should be connected to the Edge device through the LAN
connection. Edge devices can also use the latest technology called special image processing chip to
process videos more efficiently [58]. Figure 15 shows an example of a smart city.
Case 2: Smart Home A smart home is controlled by lots of sensors in lighting, kitchen, television, and
surveillance, and its technology is also rapidly developing with the help of IoT [59]. Again, to make
it more efficient (minimisation of the latency) and effective (privacy of home data), the generated
data should be processed quickly where it is generated. Edge Computing will be playing an essential
role in facilitating that objective.
• Security Concerns: while the user adoption for IoT technologies violating the boundaries of private areas
is surprisingly high, as testify for instance by the success of voice assistant like Amazon Echo/Alexa or
Google Home, this raises several security concerns for spying intelligence which remains an open challenge.
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7.3.

Industrial/Manufacturing Applications

• Overview : Industry 4.0 combines Edge HPC with AI in industrial automation environments. It aims
towards waste reduction, work reduction, and worry reduction in the work space. It is used for connecting
machines-to-machines and machines-to-people in a way where on-demand production environments, equipment, and workers can quickly and intelligently react to dynamically changing factory floor/environmental
conditions [60]. Certain industrial applications may need to react quickly to real-time changing environmental conditions which may be uncovered in data too voluminous to be sent to the cloud, such as image
recognition data that guides a robotic arm to interact with an object on a moving assembly line or creates
alerts if dangerous conditions arise. Moving data offsite for analysis may also incur transmission latencies, that exceed the reactions times required for industrial applications, such as being able to shutdown
an assembly line if a foreign object interferes with the industrial process. This is all assuming that the
industrial site is even able to acquire a high-speed network connection due to geographic constraints.
• Examples:
Case 1: Welding Quality Assurance : Rexroth, a Bosch company, has developed a Weld Spot ML
analytics software which operates on a smart Edge that is located close to welding controllers. Until
now, destructive tests were the only reliable way to test if a spot weld was done according to quality
specifications. Weld Spot analytics software contains an AI engine which employs ML algorithms to
detect anomalies and provides this information to welding engineers through a UI that displays a
variety of data and analyses [61].
Case 2: Worker Ergonomics safety A novel real-time spatio temporal Pyramid Graph Convolutional
Network trained on video of warehouse workers performing typical repetitive duties and their associated movements was integrated with a traditional ergonomic risk index to assess the potential of
musculoskeletal disorders in the warehouse [62]. This system can send alerts and warnings based on
video analysis of actions that are above a certain risk threshold [63].
• Security Concerns: Limiting the amount of data sent to the cloud for processing also limits your attack
surface from malicious actors. There is a much lower risk of your data being intercepted, tampered with,
and stolen when it stays on-premise. Networking automated machinery poses a threat where compromised
machines can be manipulated either directly or by tainting real-time and training data that your algorithms
are using to control manufacturing processes [64].
7.4.

Smart Grid and Public Safety

• Overview : Electricity is one of the primary sources for humans to conduct most of the activities in daily life.
In recent years, special emphasis has been placed on how electricity is produced and distributed to facilitate
better economic, technical, and environmental reports. In particular, how it is generated, distributed, and
controlled, and monitored through digital instruments. The smart grid is a term that refers to how the
whole electricity production and distribution are controlled by the smart digital instruments (for example,
sensors) and embedded systems. Figure 16 shows an example of Edge Computing in the smart grid. Over
the past years, surveillance security has been playing an important role in our daily life, for example, ATM
centre. Most of the surveillance security is based on the visual feed, where this feed needs to be analysed
quickly using AI/ML/DL for better security reasons without taking much time with accuracy. And also,
sometimes, there is some high risk of data being manipulated or leaked over the network. The following
cases show how Edge Computing will improve or tackle this problem.
• Examples:
Case 1: Smart Grids Such infrastructures will benefit in numerous ways by adopting Edge Computing.
For example, Edge Computing will make electricity to be bi-directional. This methodology allows the
customer to be both consumers and producers of energy. This means that it will enable the customers
to produce renewable energy (i.e., solar power and biofuels) and sell back their excessive production
to other consumers in the accessible market created by the Edge computing-enabled smart grid [43].
Case 2: Visual Detection During the process of visual detection, there could be a threat that might
come from the firmware, direct physical access, and visual layer-based attacks. Sometimes these
threats can be identified or not. In order to eliminate these threats, Edge Computing offers many
solutions through AI/ML. For example, in face spoofing attacks, one can use the online frame forgery
detection technique. Furthermore, in many cases, at the Edge, it would be inefficient to process the
high-resolution video frames. There has been an algorithm defined in AI/ML to overcome this
problem, for example, the super-pixel-based technique [65].
• Security Concerns: the automatic tracking of citizen movements and usage facilitated by Edge Computing
architectures raises a serious concern with regards privacy preserving rights, which have to analysed in
the context of a degraded security climate due to the increase in terrorists attacks hitting in the last
decades EU countries among many others. For sure the ongoing developments within the Edge Computing
paradigm could be of great help to protect critical infrastructures as smart grids, or sustain global decisions
improving the global security of our continents while preserving our privacy.
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Figure 16: Example of Edge Computing in the Smart Grid [43].

8.

Present Challenges

Even though Edge Computing is promising, there are still a few more areas that need to be well defined and
documented. This will lead to further development in Edge Computing and its uses. The following list presents
the areas where Edge Computing faces some challenges.
• Naming: Usually, Edge devices run many applications; each architecture has its method and structure.
It is more convenient to have a naming scheme for programming, identification of things, and data communication in Edge Computing. But unfortunately, there is no standardised naming mechanism available
for Edge Computing. This makes it very difficult for any programmer to understand the various communication and network protocols in Edge Computing [15].
• Programmability: In general, the Edge Computing architecture is heterogeneous. This makes the
runtime and programming language different from standard architectures. Eventually, programming for
Edge Computing becomes difficult. Whereas in the Cloud, the end-users usually can deploy their code
written in a specific language. Moreover, Cloud Computing is known for its transparency [15].
• Edge Device Management: Managing Edge device is not an easy task, since it involves complex
functionality, mainly, scalability, security, heterogeneity, and infrastructure performance. For example,
Edge Orchestration should have the functionality of self-healing; this will minimise human intervention.
Moreover, mobility is also a challenging topic; often, Edge devices move (for example, vehicles and cell
phones). In this scenario, Edge devices shifting or collecting data from different locations, this will make
a challenge in processing the data. Furthermore, Table 2 shows more of the critical functionality of the
resource management and Edge Orchestration.
9.

Summary

This technical report gives an overview of the Edge Computing paradigm and its applications, provides a comparison between Edge and Cloud Computing, and also points out the importance of this novel computing model
to sustain the digital developments ongoing within our society. The key characteristics of Edge Computing
architectures are discussed, including a brief survey of the orchestration middleware available together with
the tools enabling the management, the effective deployment and the integration of data analytics capabilities
within this novel distributed computing infrastructure. The latest trends at the heart of hardware developments for Edge Computing platforms are analysed, with concrete examples on the way Artificial Intelligence
techniques and associated algorithms are tackled in this context. This technical report further explains why
Edge Computing still depends on cloud technology or HPC supercomputers and lists a few critical challenges
still opened in Edge Computing implementation. Finally, four categories of real-world applications affecting our
daily life are proposed. They only illustrate the concrete benefit and potential impact this novel paradigm can
bring to improve our digital society for the coming decades.
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